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You asked! And we listened! Incorporating feedback from numerous clients, we are proud
to roll out two brand new programs: the RTL Radon Testing Service Plan and the RTL
Lifetime Mitigation Fan Warranty Program.
Here at RTL, we are proud to have been the Triangle’s experts in radon testing
and mitigation since 1988. We have given peace of minds to thousands of
clients and we are now unveiling two new ways to bring even more comfort
and security to our clients and their families.
We know that in the hustle and bustle of daily life, the last thing you
need is one more item on your “To Do” List. With our Radon Testing
Service Plan, we take one thing off your hands: the worry of having to
remember to schedule your next recommended radon test. Simply let
us know you’d like to sign up and we’ll call you
when the time comes with a friendly, noobligation reminder.
We have also come up with a program that solves the only real
headache that comes from owning a home with a mitigation system. The Lifetime
Mitigation Fan Warranty Program allows our clients with mitigation systems* to avoid the
cost of repairs that can be associated with the breakdown and replacement of a fan. One
Continuous Radon Monitor test, performed by RTL, every 12 months will qualify your fan for
FREE lifetime warranty replacement. We’ll also perform a complimentary radon mitigation
system inspection in conjunction with every appointment at no extra charge. This program
does even more than removing the stress of knowing a costly replacement could be just
around the corner. It also gives the added peace of mind of knowing your mitigation system
continues running properly, keeping you and your family safe. Again simply let us know
you’d like to be included in the program and we’ll reach back out to schedule your next test
and system inspection.

*Valid for any new installation or fan replacement performed Jan, 2018 or later

